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50 AN 18TH CENTURY CARVED OAK OVERDOOR of two naked children stroking a sheep, 
possibly German, 85cm. wide £500-700 

50A A PAIR OF WOODEN STYLES OF JUPITER AND HEBE, standing on scrolling plinths, 37cm. high, 
and another pair of wooden style, in the form of terms representing Summer and 
Autumn, on dolphin-headed styles, 37cm. high (4) £120-180 

51 A CARVED OAK FIGURE OF A CAVALIER, on turned spirally twisted column and stepped 
square base, 178cm. high 

PEWTER 

52 THREE VICTORIAN GRADUATED PEWTER MEASURES, quart pint, haif pint £150-180 

53 FOUR GEORGIAN PEWTER CHARGERS, two stamped indistinctly with London touchmarks, 
34cm., 38cm., 42cm., 46cm. (4) £150-200 

54 A GEORGIAN 15in. PLATE with single reeded bouge and rim, a pair of 9Y2in. plates and a · 
Georgian 16Y2in. plain urn plate (4) . £150-200 

55 A SET OF FIVE VICTORIAN SPOUTED PINT MEASURER, inscribed C. Bames 1852, a Victorian 
quart measure with scroll handle, another Victorian quart measure, a Victorian pint 
measure, and a quart measure (9) £200-300 

56* A 19TH CENTURY GERMAN WHALE OIL LAMP, raised on slender stem and dish shaped base, 
22cm. high, and a 19th Century Normandy straight sided demi-litre measure, 16.5cm. 
high (2) £180-220 
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56 (p:arf) 

55 (part) 

57 A 18TH ·CENTURY SCOTTISH TAPPIT HEN, 30em. high, a Victorian baluster Y2 pint measure, 
three 19th Century baluster graduated Irish measures, an 18th Century French lidded 
small measure, lOem. high, two Victorian pewter measures, 13em. and lOem., a pewter 
goblet 19.5em., four pewter plates, approx. 24em. diam., a pewter bowl, 13em. wide, and 
a Georgian pewter dish with reeded rim and inscribed with a coronet, 30.5em. diam. (15) 

£150-200 

58 TWO GEORGIAN PEWTER CHARGERS, with single reeded bouge and rim, 16Y2in., a Georgian 
plain rim charger, 15in., another similar, and an 18in. charger, six Georgian 9Y2in. plates, 
a Victorian quart measure, a two pint measure, a pewter lidded jug, a pewter shallow 
bowl raised on bracket feet, 16em. wide, a pewter spoon and an early 19th Century 
pewter plate with incised decoration, 34em. wide (18) £300-500 

58A A SET OF FOUR GEORGIAN PLAIN RIM, 9Y2in. PLATES, with ownership mark H.G. and two 
other pewter plates, 9Y4in. and 9in. and two 19th Century pewter plate warmers (8) 

£100-150 

59 A GEORGIAN 13Y2in. DISH with single reeded bouge and rim, 34em. diam., a pair of 9Yoin. 
plates with single reeded bouge, and another pair, 24.5em. diam. (5) £80-100 

60 AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY TWIN-HANDLED DUTCH BOWL with wrigglework decoration and 
inscription, dated 1822, 32em. diam., and an 18th Century wavy edged plate, 24em. 
diam., and another (3) £200-300 
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60A A 17TH CENTURY BROAD RIMMED PLATE, engraved with a flower motif within punched 
borders, 21.5cm. wide £120-180 

61 . A 19TH CENTURY FRENCH LIDDED MEASURE, with double bud thumbpiece and flat cover, 
stamped D.G.N., 27cm. high, and six Continental plates, 24cm. wide (7) £200-300 

62 NO LOT 

62ANO LOT 

63 NO LOT 

64 NO LOT 
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